
AFFIDAVIT OF JILL A. NOBLE 
 

 
State of Missouri 

County of Ray 

 

BEFORE ME, the undersigned Notary Public, personally appeared  

  Jill Noble   who currently resides at  218 E. Buchanan St. Richmond, Missouri in the 

county of Ray and makes this their statement and affidavit upon oath and affirmation of 

belief and personal knowledge that the following matters, facts, and things set forth are 

true and correct to the best of their knowledge: 

On Saturday, November 14
th

, 2015, I picked up the Brunners from their hotel in 

downtown Kansas City. 

Approximately 2-3 minutes into the drive, John Brunner received a call.  I heard 

Eric Greitens announce himself.  I also heard John Brunner refer to the caller as 

Eric, thus confirming to me that it was Eric Greitens. 

John Brunner was cordial.  Eric Greitens was agitated.  He wanted John to meet 

with him right away.  John explained that he was with the campaign.  Eric began 

yelling and calling John names.  He demanded that John meet with him tomorrow 

(Sunday).  Eric demanded that John meet him at his (Eric’s) boxing gym. Eric’s 

tone was ominous. John agreed to  meet on Monday at 7 a.m. to accommodate 

Eric’s plans that included a flight later that day.  After several minutes of trying to 

agree on a day and time, both men agreed on Monday at 7 a.m. at Starbucks in 

Eric’s neighborhood.  They mutually ended the call. 

 

Approximately 2-3 minutes later, John Brunner’s phone rang again and John 

announced the name on the caller ID was Eric Greitens. Eric was immediately 

threatening and harassing in the similar manner as the previous call.  This 

behavior was highly disturbing.  I signaled to John that I was pulling up the 

recording app. I signaled to John to put the call on speaker as this relentless attack 

was an extension of the first phone call. John again tried to calm Eric down and 

was able to determine that Eric had agreed to a meeting that had conflicted with 

his own schedule.  Typically, normal behavior would dictate an apology in order 

to resolve a conflict in schedule.  Instead, the behavior seemed irrational and 

unstable.  I was shocked with Eric's yelling and accusing John Brunner of ducking 

a meeting that Eric had agreed to just moments before. 

 

After approximately 10 minutes they agreed to meet on Sunday, Nov. 22
nd

 at 3:00 

pm. at the Starbucks at Euclid and Maryland.  They mutually ended the call. 
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